Matchmaking can be basically seen as the process of computing a ranked list of resources with respect to a given query. Semantic matchmaking can be hence described as the process of computing such ordered list also taking into account the semantics of resources description and of the query, provided with reference to a logic theory (an ontology, a set of rules, etc.) [3]. A matchmaking step is fundamental in a number of retrieval scenarios spanning from (Web) service discovery and composition to e-commerce transactions up to recruitment in human resource management for task assignment, just to cite a few of them. Also in interactive exploratory tasks, matchmaking and ranking play a fundamental role in the selection of relevant resources to be presented to the user and, in case, further explored. In all the above mentioned frameworks, the user query may contain only hard (strict) requirements or may represent also her preferences. We will see how to handle both cases while computing the ranked list of most promising resources.
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In semantic-based retrieval scenarios we have a logic theory represented, for example, as a set of ontological axioms that logically constrain the query and the description of a resource. If we consider both the query q and the description d expressed as Description Logics (DL) 1 statements (the logic language behind the semantics of OWL) and an ontology O we may check if the information encoded in d implies the one encoded in q or we may verify if d contains the description of some characteristics that are conflicting with the query. Let us consider the following simple example. Suppose we have a query q and four descriptions d 1 , d 2 , d 3 and d 4 such that the following relations hold 2 : what has to be given up from q while k what has to be kept in order to potentially match q. Also in this case we may define a scoring function that assigns a weight to g and k, given q, d and O. Both for h and g, k , some minimality criteria need to be defined in order to avoid trivial solutions.
Looking at the previous two reasoning tasks we observe that they could be used to move from a partial match to a potential match and from a potential match to a full match by solving a CCP and then a CAP. Indeed, we have the following matchmaking "path": 
